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Absolute 60 Fly
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The new yacht made at Absolute shipyard was set afloat in August this year
in the Italian town Varazze. It passed the sea trials successfully and made its
first customers happy. Later, in September, the boat was officially presented
during the Cannes Boat Show.
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The Absolute Company has always
been famous for its ability to combine
uniqueness and rationality in its
solutions. Absolute 60 Fly is not an
exception. This boat has its peculiar
features and advantages. The boat
concept does not differ from other
models but its architects have done
their best to make this very model
somewhat special.
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The Absolute 60 Fly designer has not
forgotten about those who prefer
sunbathing and organized several special
areas for them. There is a three-section
mattress with adjustable backs on the
foredeck, the flybridge stern boasts of the
deck area with sunbath chaise lounges
and the flybridge bow has a deck chair
(above the crew mess). Each of these
areas provides an opportunity to freshen

up using an installed shower that
ensures maximal comfort.
The boat is equipped with everything a
group of friends can need to have a rest
at any time of the day. For example, the
flybridge entertainment area includes a
rather large table with a sofa and a wet
bar with a grill and a refrigerator. The
boat salon includes a dining area, galley
and dinette with a large sofa
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and comfortable armchairs. One can hide
here from strange eyes and strong winds.
The salon can be decorated in various
styles but its design is always of the best
quality. By the way, the salon is almost as
spacious and light as that of Navetta 58,
but with some changes. There is a little
navigation couch portside opposite the
helm station, a cupboard with local lighting
for glasses is situated between the dining

and entertainment areas. Though the helm
station includes the least amount of
equipment, all these devices provide the
most
of
the
required
information
concerning the boat condition, thus
facilitating the navigation greatly. Due to
high ceilings and large potholes much light
can enter the lower deck rooms.

The layout of accommodation cabins
on this deck is interesting and well though
over (a master cabin and two guest
cabins). This allows installing the
necessary furniture as well as a bathroom
in each of them. As it is usual for the boats
of this size, the master cabin is situated in
the midship and а VIP-cabin is on the bow
but its bed has an unexpected placement
— the bed head is turned starboard.
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The designers have used only noble
materials of high quality in the interior,
such as leather, Canaletto nut wood,
crystal, stainless steel, marble and
ceramics.
Up-to-date propulsion machinery is
installed on board — two rotary IPS
units. The diesel engines connected with
them have their total power of at least
1450 hp.
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During the boat development special
attention was paid to ecological
friendliness of the propulsion machinery
that allows reducing the level of harmful
emission by 1/3. Being 18.4 m long and 5
m wide, the boat has its cruising speed of
28 knots and the maximal speed is 34
knots. At the same time this model is
30% more economical than other models
of its class.

The following extra options can be
installed on board: gyrostabilizer, water
purifier and other devices of this kind that
are required for long voyages.
We have mentioned only a small part of
the benefits provided by this marvelous
boat. In order to enjoy the sea
performance, comfort and safety of
Absolute 60 Fly to the fullest extent
possible, you’d better visit it once.
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absolute 60 fly

Based on the materials of Losttoys,
the official representative of Absolute
In Ukraine
(www.losttoys.com.ua).

Max. LOA, m

18.4

Beam, m

5.05

Fuel capacity, l
Water capacity, l

2400
600

Power, hp

2×725

2×d11 - ips 950
Cruising speed, knots

28

Max. speed, knots

34

Cruising mode consumption. l/h
Cruising mode efficiency, l/n. m
ю

180
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